Minutes of Homeless Steering Committee Meeting 5-24-18

1. **Public Comment**

   None

2. **Homeless Resource Fair**

   Tyx Pulskamp and Nichole Mulford gave a brief re-cap of the outcomes and findings from the Fair.

   - Approximately 70 homeless people attended
   - Each person filled out an in-take questionnaire and roughly 60 people were registered
   - Sonora and Calaveras observers were present
   - More details will be provided at the next meeting

3. **Faith Based Outreach**

   - A discussion occurred about the situation, what steps can be taken, pleas for churches to develop shelters
   - Food safety a priority
   - Hygiene kits could be made available and distributed
   - Beth Stanton shared FB info

4. **Housing and Sheltering Options**

   This topic was tabled for discussion later when the Steering Committee develops a formal plan.

5. **The Function and Role of the sub-committees**

   A discussion occurred about the role and function of the sub-committees. The types of sub-committees that the group should have was discussed and we came up with the following: Food & Meals, Outreach, Housing, Funding, and Strategy. I was to compile the sub-committee members and send out an email to the group to confirm the memberships.
6. **Announcements**

None

7. **Speakers**

No Speaker

8. **Actions**

- Strategic plan/report
- New committee assignments
  - Email group